Summary:
The USS Cataria, operating on a skeletal crew, is about six hours out from Cameron Station, enroute to Starbase 514.  The Captain has shared the issues of the prophecies with the rest of the crew. But what does it mean? What stock can be taken? And are we really makers of our own destiny?

The time is 07:58

~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~Begin USS Andromeda: "Their Final Hour: Something Lethal in the Wind" Mission 1 - 11303.09~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~

Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::steps into the TL and requests the bridge::
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
::steps off the turbolift on the bridge and heads to the science station::
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
::puts a padd down on the OPS console as she relieves the officer there::
Attache_Cmdr_Light says:
::Nods and folds her arms:: SOPS: I have...certain contacts with the Caeal. None have spoken of any incursions into their space - and they are -very- territorial.
Attache_Cmdr_Light says:
SOPS: It's possible the Vroa -have- attempted to enter their space, and the Caeal either didn't mention the attempts, or didn't consider them significant. Generally speaking, no one enters Caeal space and leaves.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::heads down the corridor to the TL::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::steps out of the TL and onto the bridge, making his way to his seat::  XO: Report Conor.
Attache_Cmdr_Light says:
SOPS: If that's the case, likely whatever method the Caeal have for keeping everyone else out, is presumably working for the Vroa, too.
Attache_Cmdr_Light says:
SOPS: Or maybe the Vroa just haven't turned their attention to the Caeal yet.
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
CO: We're about 6 hours out from SB514 and I'm still a little surprised at how little crew can actually run this ship. Otherwise all quiet so far.
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
::adjusts the console set-up and reviews the reports::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::sifts through his memory for a moment::  Light: The Caeal are rumored to be telepaths--and nasty ones at that, if I recall correctly. Could something like that potentially hinder their efforts in that region, or when they are in contact with the Caeal, or...?
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
XO: You're surprised? I'm not.  I think we have a very capable crew.  ::grins::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::enters the TL when it arrives and orders it to the bridge::
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
::brings up the internal and external sensor displays checking the ship's status::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::pauses, wondering if that's even a silly thought; it seems as though there's too much supposition for any of this to be meaningful::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
*CEO*: Tavish, how are things holding up?
Attache_Cmdr_Light says:
SOPS: It seems possible. On the other-hand, the Caeal also seem to have very advanced transporter technology. They've transported people out from our shields on at least one occasion now, and seemed to pull one of their people off a ship without out sensors picking it up. That could be a key as well.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::steps off the TL onto the bridge and looks around, this time he's not piloting - sickbay was enough for him to deal with::
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
CO: Still we don't even have 15% of a typical crew loadout for an Intrepid class. It's good going by anyone's standards.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::nods, her words bringing back a little more of the background from his memory::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::walks down to the console behind the command chairs and looks down at the command circle::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
XO: True.  Let's just hope we have an uneventful trip back to SB514.
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
CO: Don't tempt faith there Captain...
Host SMLea says:
::Turns toward the door as the lift doors slide open:: SOPS: They also seem to be fond of explosives... not sure what help that could be, but each time we've faced one of their ships, its ended up in indistinguishable pieces.
Host SMLea says:
<delete last>
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
<faith = fate>
Attache_Cmdr_Light says:
::Turns toward the door as the lift doors slide open:: SOPS: They also seem to be fond of explosives... not sure what help that could be, but each time we've faced one of their ships, its ended up in indistinguishable pieces.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
XO: Has anyone come up with a plan other than Ivara to help neutralize the Vroa....in case of another encounter?
Attache_Cmdr_Light says:
::Steps out onto the bridge::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::waits for her to move out, then follows her on to the Bridge::
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
CO: I have the CEO hooking the impulse reactors into the hull directly so we don't have to have the Claymore nearby to shock us.
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
::pulls her gloves tighter, the non-conductive material clinging tightly to her fingers, it had taken some getting used to, but she was pretty confident using the material on consoles now.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CSO: Ivara, any idea on when you will be able to test your theory on that airborne weapon?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::remembers that unpleasant experience:: CO: Can we avoid that if possible?
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
CO: Whenever you get a live subject, sir.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CSO: We'll do our best!
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
CNS: I was nicely insulated in my EVA suit...
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CNS: I'll do my best.....but I can't say what the Vroa have in mind!
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::snorts at the XO
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::snorts at the XO's comment:: CO: Much appreciated, sir.
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
::brings up the paperwork she's been working on for the XO::
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
::Looks down at her frantically beeping console:: Aloud: Huh... CO/XO: I wouldn't stand right there if I were you.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
XO: Has there been any instance on successfully capturing a Vroa?
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
::gets up from his seat and looks at the CSO:: CSO: Do tell.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::looks over at Ivara, wondering what she meant::
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
::looks over at the CSO, hoping it's just some prank::
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
Aloud: I seem to be picking up a disturbance centered in the center of the bridge...chronoton particles if I'm not mistaken.
Host SMLea says:
ACTION: The bridge comes alive as some form of energy originates from the center of the bridge and arcs from surface-to-surface across the panels, from person to person, even reaching across the room. 
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
::Exits the TL, heading for tactical on the Bridge.::
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
::tries duck out of the way of the energy::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::gets up and walks over to where Ivara is::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::tries to get out of the way of the energy arcing all over the place::
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Makes his way from the impulse drive monitoring room to main engineering.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::feels a slight shock::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::instictively grabs Light's arm, drawing her back towards the Turbolift, unsure of just what the hell is going on::
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
::growls as she gets a small shock::
Host SMLea says:
ACTION: The sparks culminate about the center of the bridge, climaxing in a blindingly bright flash of pale-blue-tinged light.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::shields his eyes against the light, peering to see what it is::
Attache_Cmdr_Light says:
::Resists Davis' pull, seemingly entranced by what they're seeing - until they're not seeing anything at all::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CSO: Can you determine what that is?
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
::Wonders what has manifested on the Bridge. Keeps still, keeping from making aggressive moves that may provoke the intruder.::
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
::keeps one hand on his phaser and squints::
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Enters main engineering.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::shields his eyes with his arm::
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
::continues scanning, without looking at the view before her:: CO: Radiation, some kind of space-time anomaly, sir.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::feels the resistance and adjusts his grip again, until he has trouble seeing what's around him, particularly what's happening in the center of the Bridge::
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
::Closes her eyes, feeling blinded and disoriented.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CTO: Try adjusting shields.
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Nods to the engineers before taking a seat at the main status console.::
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
All: How about we ask it nicely to get out of my seat? ::lifts his arm up trying to shield his eyes from the light::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::chroniton meant time travel... he had a vision of an old Earth movie that had arcing lights and time travel in it::
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Enters the access code and brings up the simulations on the impulse reactor modifications.::
Host SMLea says:
ACTION: As everyone’s eyes readjust, two figures come into view at the point of facing energy. 
Host SMLea says:
SCENE: What appears to be a female human in her fifties supported on the shoulder of an aged Ferengi, both in unfamiliar uniforms nonetheless reminiscent of Starfleet, both accented in red, the former with obvious Captain’s insignia, the latter with that of Commander.
Host SMLea says:
SCENE: They’ve both clearly been through a rough time – both uniforms are dusted with debris and both have at least one distinct disruptor burn mark in the chest, though the visible flesh beneath is patched. The Ferengi sports a nasty open wound upon his free shoulder and a bleeding cut at the side of his face. 
Host SMLea says:
ACTION: A trickle of blood flows from the bruised temple of the female, and she presses her bloodied hand to it, clutching a cylindrical object about six inches in length. Shutting her eyes tightly she cries out, both verbally and telepathically, ringing through the minds of every crewmember present, but one. ~~~“Stop!”~~~
Host SMLea says:
ACTION: As the word rings through their minds, the crew find themselves momentarily paralyzed. Although they remain conscious and aware, any attempts to send a conscious signal to their body seems to fail. 
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CTO: Sound intruder alert! ::draws his phaser::
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
::frozen still but watching what is taking place aboard the bridge::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::tries to pull his phaser but can't move::
Figure is now known as Female.
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
::frozen, her eyes still shut from when it was too bright and now unable to open them she panics a little::
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
::looking at the console infront of her trying to figure out what is going on.::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::hears a sharp, almost piercing command to stop, and looks around at the others and realizes they have complied--or have they?::
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Watches the simulation run noting crewmen closer to the impulse reactors getting fried beyond recovery...::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::moves in towards the individuals, but only a step or two, amazed and bewildered all at once::
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
~~~Figures: Who are you, what is this?~~~
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
::tells herself to calm down, and starts to do so::
Female says:
::Opens her eyes, one at a time, and takes one confused look around, momentarily relieved when she absorbs that no one is shooting at them::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::wonders why the others are not moving at all, thinking now they are prevented from moving::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
Female: Stop what...?
Figure2 is now known as Ferengi.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::lets the Captain and XO handle the initial contact, too many people talking was counter productive::
Female says:
::Looks around disorientedly, stopping when she sees Davis, moving:: SOPS: You--
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
::Feels trapped in her own mind and body. Anger burns as she is unable to help her crewmates.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::all he can do is wait to see what these figures want::
Female says:
<see Davis moving>
Host SMLea says:
ACTION: Blood begins to trickle from the female’s left ear.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::takes a third step as she tosses a pronoun towards him, but stops there::
Female says:
::Confusion and disorientation still evident upon her face, she takes one unsteady step toward Davis, away from the Ferengi, as the blood flow increases:: SOPS: Will….you…
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::the bleeding, the overall appearance--there's something about her that's familiar, but he can't quite put a name or a situation with the face::
Host SMLea says:
ACTION: With another attempted step toward Davis, the figure crumbles to the deck, losing consciousness. The cylindrical object falls from her badly burnt hand. The crew regain their faculties.
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
::opens her eyes and looks around::
Ferengi says:
::Stagers slightly, oubviously injured and turns to look around, seeing starfleet crew and technology, he kneels beside his companion:: Aloud: Under article six subsection four of the temporal displacement policy I am requesting emergency medical aid.  Further information is classified due to the temporal prime directive.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::suddenly able to move again::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::moves towards her immediately, moving his hand over her neck and feeling for a pulse::
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
::draws his phaser on the intruders::
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
Marlon: We need to adjust the voltage regulatiors again.  It we activate this we are going to fry a quarter of the crew.
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
::places a hand on the XO's phaser,:: XO: I don't think that is called for, sir.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::suddenly pulls his phaser, looks at it a moment, holsters it and heads for the bridge medkit:: *Sickbay*: Varesh to sickbay, exect incoming injured.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
*Sickbay*: Bridge to Sick-- ::stops as Varesh calls down::
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
::Checks over tactical status.::
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
<CPO_Gallard>: CEO: Aye sir.  ::Moves over to the impule reactor controls and begins resetting the voltage regulatiors.::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
CO/XO: Not much of a pulse here...
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::eyes the device she dropped momentarily::
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
All: Is everyone okay?
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
::brushes the CSO's hand off:: Ferengi: Tough, who are you and who is she?
Host SMLea says:
<RN_Raas>*CNS*: Understood, Counselor. Should I activate the EMH? 
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::snages the medkit from its brackets and hurries over to the fallen figures, pulling a medical tricorder out and proceeding to scan them both::
Ferengi says:
::queitly scoops up the object, and dumps it into a pack, turns to Davis, blinks in supprise a few times,:: Davis: She has to survive.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::looks at Conor and then at SOPS::  SOPS: Curious....why is it you were not affected like the rest of the bridge crew?
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::nods, looking at the Ferengi::  Ferengi: She will. Give us a second to figure out what's wrong.
Ferengi says:
::looks at the Commander:: XO: The Temporal prime directive prevents me from answering those questions, commander.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
*RN*: Do so, but I will accompany them.
Host SMLea says:
<RN_Raas>*CNS*: Yes sir.
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
Ferengi: Drop the bag.
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
::takes the fact she doesn't get an answer that everyone is okay, and looks back at the console::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::scans the woman before the Ferengi::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CDT: Please check on everyone to see if they are okay.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
CNS: Transporting her to Sickbay?
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Reruns the simulation with adjusted voltage relays in place.::
Ferengi says:
::ignores the XO, walks to a replicator, tosses a hand phaser and a silver object off his chest into it and hits 'recycle':: XO: Take that as a gesture of good faith will you?  I can't tell you who I am because I am from a future. I can't give you the bag because It has technology from the future, I can't risk contaminating the timeline.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::looks at her face, and swears he saw her while aboard Claymore::
Ferengi says:
::moves back to his companion. and nods waiting for the transport::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
SOPS: Commander, I asked you a question.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::looks up at Knight, not really hearing his question the first time::  CO: How the hell should I know?
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
CO: You can grill me later about this. Why don't we address the problem at hand?
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
CSO: Pull the logs from that replicator unit, what just got recycled
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::looks at Varesh intently, feeling more invested in this as the feeling of familiarity grows stronger::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
SOPS: Excuse me Commander? Just who exactly do you think you are speaking to?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::hisses through his teeth as he reads the screen:: OPS: Cadet, lock onto them and beam them to sickbay. ::looks at the CO and XO:: CO/XO: Sirs, questions will have to wait.
Ferengi says:
::raises an eyebrow:: XO: Commander I would politely suggest you not do that sir.
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
CNS: Treat her.
Attache_Cmdr_Light says:
::Just stands at the back of the bridge, hardly moved since they were all paralyzed, and watches the scene as it unfolds::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::bites his tongue, wondering why the simplest situations have to turn into a mega-galactical pissing contest::
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
::locks on and beams them to sickbay, happy with how smoothly she remembered how to do it:: CO: Aye Sir.
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
::is busy with other things, as she checks the internal sensor logs:: XO: The event and their temporal signature seem to match with what he is saying sir...
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::he stands::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
CO: With all due respect, sir, I would love to answer your questions, but I don't know. So, I can't answer it.
Ferengi says:
::is beamed out::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::gets to his feet:: XO: They are both damaged at a cellular level... imagine being dragged through glass at that level. I'll do everything to save them.
Host SMLea says:
ACTION: The female and the Ferengi dematerialize, reappearing in sickbay.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
CO: I don't meant to be curt or disrespectful--only that we should treat this individual -now-, so we can save her life and concern ourselves with the rest after that.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
OPS: Send me to sickbay, I can't wait for the lifts.
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Pushes away from the console.::  Self: Damn.  ::Stands and turns to the engineering team.::  All:  We need to control the voltages across the decks for this to work.  If we charge the entire deck to affect cloaked Vroa we vaporize any of our crewmen near the reactors.  We need to look at this more closely.
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
CTO: Get a security team down to sickbay. Keep our guests isolated for the time being until we can figure out more.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
SOPS: I agree Commander....but that was no excuse for your outburst.
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
CNS: Yes Commander. ::energizes::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::finally has that "oh, ----" moment where he realizes the unrealizable: I miss T'Shara::
Host SMLea says:
ACTION: Varesh dematerializes from the bridge, reappearing in sickbay.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::minimizes his cringe and nods::  CO: Yes, sir.
XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
CSO: Isolate those files for the time being.
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
::double checks the console to make sure everyone ended up where they should be::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::appears in the middle of the room:: RN: I want a full molecular level scan of both patients. I need to see what I'm working with.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
CO: I think I've seen her before...I just can't remember where.
Ferengi says:
::raises an eyebrow:: XO: What... ::remembers he said something about the replicator and isolates the files under a temproal prime directive flag::
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
CO: Decks one and two report no injuries, Captain.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
SOPS: Why don't you see what information you can get from them down in sickbay. You might have better luck than the rest of us.
Ferengi says:
<delete>
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
::raises an eyebrow:: XO: What... ::remembers he said something about the replicator and isolates the files under a temproal prime directive flag::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
OPS: Thank you cadet.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::nods, just about to request that anyway::
Host SMLea says:
<RN_Raas>CNS: Yes, Doctor.  ::Shifting immediately into Varesh-is-the-doctor-not-the-counselor mode::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
CO: Aye, sir.  ::turns and breaks for the turbolift::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::turns to the Ferengi, who wasn't injured as much as the woman:: Ferengi: What happened. I need an idea if I'm going to save her.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
*IA*: Lieutenant, meet me in Sickbay.
Attache_Cmdr_Light says:
::Moves out of Davis' way as he passed through to the turbolift::
Ferengi says:
::looks at the Commander for a long moment, clearly used to dealing with pain:: CNS: Please keep the files seperate, and be prepared to delete them should we suddenly disappear.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::enters the turbolift:: Turbolift: Sickbay, or as close as you can get me to it.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
<IA_Lt_Gulash>  *SOPS*: Aye, sir.
Host XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
Self: The ambassadorâ€™s soul shall help the one who is out of time, close to the light...
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
Ferengi: I will do that only if you're gone. I understand the temporal privme directive, even if I think its pretentious and asinine.
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
::Orders a security team to meet her at Sickbay.:: CO/XO: I'll head down to sickbay, with your permission?
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
XO: If it is vague enough anything can fit.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CTO: Granted.
Host XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
::nods at the CTO::
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
::calls up the sensor readings from when the visitors arrive, wanting to better familiarize herself with chronoton readings::
Host XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
CSO: Yeah but how often do two time travellers appear on the bridge? We are confident they are from the future right? No sensor tricks?
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
::Races toward the TL, armed with two hand phasers.::
Ferengi says:
::shrugs slightly, then sits on a Biobed as a wave of pain hits him:: CNS: I agree, but... I really don't have the answers to the questions you want to ask.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::recounts the scene on the Bridge, wondering how much of it was bought::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
Ferengi: Now get on the bed and I'll treat you in a moment. ::pulls the celular regenerator from the tray, sets it to the appropriate setting and starts treating the woman who was much more severely injured::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::hears the hiss of the doors and almost runs into them as he bolts out on to the deck:;
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
RN: Nurse, I need blood plasma and lots of it. when I've repaired the damage, you need to get her hooked up.
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
::scratches her cheek, then compares the chronoton readings again::
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
XO: Honestly sir, no.  It could have been a fancy beam in, but with the level of chronoton radiation, and their temporal signatures, I feel fairly confident that they are sir.
Host SMLea says:
<RN_Raas> CNS: Yes, Doctor.  ::Moves away to get the blood plasma infuser machine set up::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::sees a gargantuan Klingon just outside of Sickbay, easily recognizing Gulash::
Host XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
::walks over to his console and brings up a star chart::
Host XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
Self: Great. CO: We were ordered to make sure they don't come true right?
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
::Arrives at sickbay, joins two other security officers.::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
<IA_Lt_Gulash>  ::notices an intensity in Davis's eyes that he hasn't seen since they were aboard Claymore::  SOPS: Sir?
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::gestures towards Sickbay, entering without saying more::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
XO: That is correct Conor.  ::walks over to OPS::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::looks over at the Ferengi:: Ferengi: Well, even if I wanted the answers I can't have them because of the TPD. ::shakes his head and keeps treating the woman::
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
CO: Captain... I'm putting some sensor readings on screen. ::does so:: I am a little hesitant to speak up as I am yet to come across chronoton particles in my training, but if I am right these readings have never been recorded on such a level, or frequency.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
<IA_Lt_Gulash>  ::follows, never one to be accused of excessively using words::
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
<move my last line 1 above the COs please>
Ferengi says:
::stays out of the CNS's way, leaning back on the biobed trying to think back to if he heard that familiar Commander's name.::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::stops just shy of the door, moving a step to the left to give Gulash some room::  IA: I've seen at least the woman before.
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
::Steps inside with the two officers standing by outside.::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
*Bridge*: Varesh to Bridge. I can save them both, but it will take some time.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
OPS: I don't care how minor something might be, never be hesitant to bring something up.
Host XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
*CNS* Understood, they seem to be pretty good at manipulating it though.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
<IA_Lt_Gulash>  ::frowns--hard to distinguish from his other facial expressions, but Davis has served with him long enough to know::  SOPS: Where?
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Grabs the PADD with the latest test reports from the console.::  All:  I'm heading to the bridge if you need me.
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
::nods at the OPS:: OPS: Good work cadet, I've seen so much new and strange that I wouldn't have caught that, but she is right Captain, the readings don't match with anything we have seen.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::snorts:: *XO*: Aye, sir. But it might well be the process that brought them here that caused the damage in the first place. I guess I will never know.
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
::nods at him as he approaches:: CO/CSO: It's the combination of the frequency with the intensity... they are normal enough on their own, but not together at the same time.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CSO/OPS: Theory?
Host XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
*CNS* Keep us up to date.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::shakes his head::  IA: Sometime aboard Claymore, or while serving with her crew...::continues thinking, knowing it will come back to him despite all that's been done to him, and all he's been through::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
*XO*: Aye, sir. Varesh out. ::kept working during the brief conversation::
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
CO: I have not conducted any testing, nor even formed a hypothisis as yet, asking for a theroy at this point is a smidge premature, sir.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
Ferengi: I don't suppose I can ask your names, could I?
Host SMLea says:
<RN_Raas>CNS: Blood plasma infuser, ready, Doctor.
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Exits Main Engineering and walks the short distance to the Turbo Lift.::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::approaches the Ferengi::
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Enters the lift.::  TL: Bridge.  ::Looks at the PADD again as the doors close and the lift takes off.::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
RN: I have a quite a bit of cellular repair to do here, start treating our other guest. The damage is less extensive.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CSO: Understood Ivara.  Work with Inaji to see if you can formulate anything.
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
CSO/CO: At the moment, we have no evidence that the visitors have travelled through time at all.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
<IA_Lt_Gulash>  ::follows, but stays a half-pace behind Davis, waiting to see what exactly his play is here::
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
::Slowly mkaes her way over to the medical staff to look over the scene, making sure no one has been harmed.::
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Looks up at the lift stops and the doors open on the bridge.::
Ferengi says:
::looks at Davis for a moment:: CNS: You can call me Commander Lot, she is Captan Rail, please don't try to look us up.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::looks up at Davis:: SOPS: Can I help you?
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::looks over at Tavish::  CEO: Everything okay in engineering?
Host SMLea says:
<RN_Raas>::Gestures for Lot to lie back so she can initialize the treatment::
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Takes a few steps out of the lift then pauses and looks up.::  CO:  Oh.  Yes everything is fine.  Just struggling to get the reactor modifications from killing the crew.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::ignores Varesh, not particularly interested in whatever medical babble or pseudo-blue tunic Napleon syndrome is going to show up now all of a sudden::  Lot: What can you tell us?
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
::runs a check in the database to see if the energy would be a side effect of the combination of frequency and intensity, or if it was caused by something else.::
Host XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
CO: I'm going to keep an eye on our guests for the time being.
Cmdr_Lot says:
:: is already laying back, clearly deeply familiar with the biobeds::
Capt_Raile says:
::As the treatment takes effect - though not complete - she opens her eyes, looking up at a sickbay ceiling::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
SOPS: Commander! That man is my patient, you will wait until I let you talk to him or I will have you thrown out of my sickbay. Bodily, by me.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
XO: I think they have enough personnel keeping an eye on them.
Host XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
CO: Who watches the watchers.
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
::Watcches the actions of Lot and Raile, remembering how much she hated temporal physics class at the academy.::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::looks at Varesh::  CNS: How do any of you aboard this ship get any work done, when you care so deeply about bossing and bitching when there are far greater matters at hand?
Cmdr_Lot says:
::looks over slightly, catching sight of the woman's eyes opening:: Capt: Captain Raile, good to see you awake, ma'am.  I've quoted TPD, and requested medical aid.
Capt_Raile says:
::Speaks barely above a whisper, her mouth dry from the time of incarceration:: I need...
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
XO: We're working with a skeleton crew Conor.....need you on the bridge for now.
Host XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
::nods:;
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::shakes his head and steps away from the biobed::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
SOPS: Because whiile I'm treating my patient, I am very capable of berating you. I can multi-task. Unless this ship is in ddanger of ceasing to exist, you will treat my sickbay with the respect due to it.
Capt_Raile says:
::Takes a breath:: Lot: Understood, Commander...  What...what time is it?
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Walks across the bridge to the engineering station and takes a seat.::
Capt_Raile says:
::Tries to sit up::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
CNS: Aren't you a counselor, anyway? You calling sickbay yours is like me calling the Bridge my office.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::moves towards the exit::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::puts a hand on Raile's shoulder:: Raile: A moment, I need to start the plasma transfusion.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
<IA_Lt_Gulash>  ::follows, wondering what has Davis so riled up::
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
::moves over to the operations console and looks at what the cadet is looking up, she nods and moves back to the science console:: OPS: Cross reffrence your search with time-travel events.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
SOPS:If you read my file, Commander, you will see I'm a fully trained medical doctor who have served in the Chief Medical Officer capacity. Get out of sickbay, or I will throw you out. Or get the Captain involved.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
XO: I have to say, I'm getting a bit tired of people just showing up on the bridge unannounced.
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
CSO: Yes, good idea. ::berates herself for not thinking of it::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::starts the plasma infusion process and wheelsto faace Davis completely::
Host XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
::looks over at Light:: CO: Indeed.
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Looks over his shoulder at the Captain and wonders if he is talking about him.::
Capt_Raile says:
::Shakes her head, wincing at the motion:: CNS: No, I can't... I'm running out of time...  ::With the rush of blood plasma and her attempt to sit up, she loses consciousness again, falling back to the biobed::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::the name and the voice reasonates with him; he's quite certain he's encountered her::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::ignores Davis and turns back to Raile, scanning her again::
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
CNS:::Whispers:: Is everyone all right? ::Tries to keep herself unnoticed.::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::smiles at the CTO briefly and focuses on his patient::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
XO: Is there anything...anything we can do to prevent it from happening in the future?
OPS_Cdt_Inaji says:
CSO: There's nothing on record; this is a new phenomenon. At least it'll look good on my next Academy paper.
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
::Nods, acknowledging that Varesh's smile meant all was well, at least for now. Stands by.::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::still in front of the door, having ignored Varesh's latest childish mini-tirade::
Host XO_Cmdr_Conor says:
CO: I'm not aware of anything other then stopping the future. Temporal shields aren't something we have knocking about just in case.
CEO_LtJG_McQuade says:
::Turns back and opens the simulation database.::
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
<IA_Lt_Gulash>  SOPS: What is it?
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::shakes his head::  IA: We need to do a little more research.
SOPS_Cmdr_Davis says:
::exits Sickbay::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::glances out of the corner of his eye at Davis before running another scan on Raile::
CSO_LtJg_Ivara says:
OPS: Assuming that we figure out what it is.  It will look very poor if it is just 'Something happened, we don't know what'.
CTO_Ens_Thorson says:
::Taps commbadge.:: CO: ::Whipsers.:: All quiet in sickbay. I have two security officers outside securing the room. I'll keep watch here.
Host SMLea says:
~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~Pause Mission - Time Lapse: 45 minutes~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~"~
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